participation in the care of the sick, either by gifts of money or by personal service, as a privilege and a duty. When the National Health Service Bill was published many people feared that the possibility of their personal participation would cease or at least be greatly curtailed. These fears found wide expression and the Government hastened to give assurance that not only would there be ample scope for the continuance of voluntary work in connection with hospitals, but also that there would be opportunities for its extension.
It seemed clear that as the state assumed financial responsibility, the opportunities for voluntary participation by gifts of money would be less than before, and that greater emphasis should be given to the personal service aspect.
In Glasgow, discussions took place among various persons interested in the management of the Glasgow Voluntary Hospitals. and the interest of bodies who had formerly contributed to the finances of these hospitals was gained. The result was that the Glasgow Hospitals Auxiliary Association was founded in August, 1948. Its primary object was to encourage public interest in the local hospitals, and to achieve this object, it has encouraged and promoted the formation of a Voluntary Auxiliary Committee in connection with every hospital in Glasgow. I can best describe the role of an Auxiliary Committee in a mental hospital by recounting our experience of the establishment and subsequent activities of the Auxiliary Committee associated with my own hospital?a mental hospital of just over 1150 beds-In June, 1950, I was asked by the Secretary of the Glasgow Hospitals Auxiliary Association if I would be interested in the formation of an Auxiliary Committee. With the full support oi *Based on a contribution to a discussion on "The Development of an Ideal Mental Health Service through co-operation between voluntary and statutory bodies", at a Conference ?) the Scottish Association for Mental Health in Edinburgh in June, 1951, the hospital Board of Management,. I said I would welcome the Project, since it seemed to me to provide a fascinating opportunity to experiment in the social rehabilitation of the patient as well as to remove the barrier which society has built round its mental hospitals. We at the hospital provided the names of some 10 individuals in our area who were known to us as being suitable for the work we had in mind, and the names of 3 or 4 local industrial concerns, and 2 or 3 local churches ( The Committee meets at the hospital on one evening of every Month. The Matron and myself are in attendance at these meetings other officials of the hospital, for example, the Psychiatric Social Worker, the Occupational Therapist, and the Chief Male j^urse attend from time to time. The monthly meeting provides a tQrum for the pooling of experiences, the discussion of new projects and the establishment of happy relations among individual members the Committee and the hospital officials. Apart from the hospital Chaplains, the individual members had none of them any previous Experience of a mental hospital, and with no body of experience to guide them, their first year's work just concluded has been tentative and experimental?but latterly with a growing conviction ?t the correctness of their approach and techniques. Their relations jyith us hospital officials have been most cordial throughout, and heV have always very readily accepted any suggestions and rTlodifications or limitations of projects which I have put to them. The Auxiliary Committee of this Hospital has set itself two Jects; firstly, and of most importance, the establishment of warm ' ersonal relationships with as many patients as possible, and c?ndly, the provision of amenities not easily obtained from public nds. The Committee as a rule work in pairs, each pair adopting e Vvard as their special responsibility. In assigning wards to each I took into account the nature of the ward on the one hand th t^le aSe' interests and personalities of the Committee pair on t. e, other. Each pair visits their ward at least once weekly and ^eir impact on the ward has been entirely happy and agreeable. Two ladies of the Committee adopted a ward containing mainly well-retained elderly ladies. They have tea with these patients every week, followed by community singing, solos, etc. They have taken groups of these patients to tea parties in their homes, the cost of the necessary transport being met by the Glasgow Hospitals Auxiliary Association funds. They have also taken parties on 'bus runs and picnics, selecting patients for these outings who have few or no visitors. A young married couple adopted a ward containing young voluntary male patients and with the full approval of the hospital Occupational Therapists, have organised an active toy-making class as diversional therapy, and, in addition, have arranged for regular visits by these patients to football matches in the City. A middle-aged man has chosen to devote his interest to a group of chronic male patients, and the sight of him sitting on a couch in friendly conversation with a difficult paranoid patient in a very disturbed ward never fails to touch me deeply-Another member has arranged a series of film shows in wards of bed-ridden patients who are unable to attend the weekly film show' in the hospital recreation hall, and yet another has been active in the organisation of patients' bowling tournaments. A married lady, a former commercial artist, has encouraged painting in her group and has not been dismayed by the productions of certain schizophrenics. Tea parties, leatherwork, country dancing, billiards, bowling tournaments, badminton, and carpet bowls, are activities which have been stimulated by other members of the Committee. By drawing on Glasgow Hospitals Auxiliary Association funds as well as by personal giving, the Auxiliary Committee have provided quantities of books for the patients' library, 'bus outings* Christmas and birthday parties, games equipment, gramophones and gramophone records, and additions to the dietary on festive occasions. They have organised concerts, and they attend patients dances. Above all, the Committee have given liberally not only of their time, but also of their interest, enthusiasm, and friendship-From the beginning, I have emphasised the highly confidential nature of their work and I am quite satisfied that none of then1 has been guilty of any indiscreet discussion outside of the hospital'
The effect on the hospital has been outstanding. The patient is constantly reminded that he is a valued member of a friendly community and that his daily doings and his health and comfo1* are a concern of that community?that "No man is an island ? One of the dangers of mental hospital treatment?desocializatio'1 ?is thus minimized and progressive reintegration into the outsidf community is smoother. Provided that careful consideration lS given to the personality, intelligence and maturity of the Committed member in assigning him or her to a particular group of patientsand provided that there is opportunity for discussion on a superfici3 level with him regarding the problems presented by individual patients, the emotional attitudes, positive or negative, which mevitably arise can be of considerable diagnostic and therapeutic effect.
The nursing staff, through the Auxiliary Committee, come to feel that their work is of significance and value to the community ^"hich the hospital serves. Since happiness and satisfaction in one's job are in direct proportion to its social value in the eyes of the community, there is a resultant increase of morale, and I have an ?mpression that there has resulted also an increased recruitment of Student Nurses from the local community. As tangible evidence ?f their recognition of the nurses' role, the Auxiliary Committee have recently given four Book Club subscriptions to the Nurses' Home Library. The members of the Hospital Board of Management, having satisfied themselves of the soundness of the experiment, have given the Auxiliary Committee every encouragement and Mailable facility and have kept themselves fully informed of its progress.
The effect on the members of the Auxiliary Committee has also been striking. They now mix freely and without embarrassment with all grades of patients. Their ideas of psychotic and neurotic illness and its treatment are now well-informed and their attitudes in relation to the mental hospital have been drastically revised. Surely they will in time influence the wider community? before embarking 011 this experiment, I considered very seriously whether the exposure of non-professional and uninformed (i.e. uninformed so far as psychiatric principles are concerned) lay People of varying ages and maturity to fairly close contact with *he suffering of a mental hospital, might have dangerous consequences to them. Our experience has been completely reassuring, knt it should be emphasized again that the members of the Auxiliary Committee were carefully selected initially and that their allocation to groups of patients was postponed till one had ample ?Pportunity to assess their capacity, stability, and personality. For *he sound personality, there can be no greater maturing experience than contact with suffering?as the historian Butterfield puts it in ms "Christianity in History" :? 'Sheer grimness of suffering brings men sometimes into a profounder understanding of human destiny .... Only in a world where suffering is possible and vicarious suffering attainable, can human beings measure the heights and depths of love and reach the finer music of life'. The growth of an Auxiliary Committee round mental hospitals js clearly a step of some significance in the progress of the mental JVgiene movement, and in time we will, I believe, come to feel lnat no Mental Health Service is complete without this example of co-operation between voluntary and statutory bodies.
